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KAREN HAGEMANN and JEAN H. QUATAERT (eds.), Gendering
Modern German History: Rewriting Historiography (New York: Berg -
hahn Books, 2007), viii + 301 pp. ISBN 978 1 84545 207 0. $90.00. £45.00

This book has an ambitious aim. Based on a conference held in
Toronto in 2003 on the state of women’s and gender history within
German historiography, it sets out to subject the relevant literature
on German history published in the USA and Germany, along with
the academic cultures of the two countries, to comparative investiga-
tion. It discusses how the findings of gender history feed into gener-
al history, and examines the contribution made by women historians
to mainstream historiography. Thus in each case, the inclusion of the
particular in the already existing general is explored. This is based on
the implicit assumption that there is a general view accepted by all,
that is, a clearly defined and valid canon of literature on German his-
tory in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Secondly, this ap -
proach assumes that the marginalization of the researchers and of
their approaches and research outcomes are connected in some way
that is not further specified.

In the view of the editors, German history provides a good test
case for examining the extent of the double inclusion aimed at
because it had so many different political systems in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. So that the contributors do not lose sight of
the integration of the product (gender history) and the producers (in
knowledge-production in the universities) in their dual comparison,
the two editors set out an analytical framework in their introduction.
They emphasize seven aspects. All contributions on German gender
history should see gender both as a subject and a method of histori-
cal analysis. They should take note of the moral and political charge
of gender history (advocating equality and justice) and of the influ-
ence that current women’s movements exercise on choice of topics
and the way they are treated. The universities that determine qualifi-
cations and shape existing paradigms and traditions are named as
another essential factor in the development of gender history. The
last two factors concern the mutual reception of research outcomes;
the transatlantic relationship between gender historians is presented
as unequal. While German historians naturally take note of work
published in English, little that is not translated into English is read
across the Atlantic.
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The central question concerning the extent to which ‘women’s
and gender history in Germany and in the United States has been
able to influence and shape mainstream historical narratives’ (p. 5) is
explored taking ten themes as examples. The topics selected for treat-
ment are (in this order) nation, war, colonies, politics, social policy,
National Socialism, Jewish women, religion, sexuality, and family.
This is justified as follows: ‘The selection of themes follows a histori-
cal logic—in our own subjective understandings’ (p. 23). While the
editors acknowledge important omissions, such as economic history,
the history of science, and the history of lesbians and gays, they do
not reflect on their choice in relation to the mainstream. Similarly, the
criteria for selecting contributing authors are not laid out openly: ‘In
our choices we wanted to balance the authors on each side of the
Atlantic’ (p. 23). Ironically, the list of contributors reflects exactly the
imbalance in transatlantic relations of which the editors complain: of
the eleven authors, eight come from the USA, while only three come
from Germany.

With a few exceptions, the essays discuss the literature published
up to 2004, each following their own method. Angelika Schaser looks
at the boom in writing national histories in the 1990s, and contrasts it
with the various outcomes of gender history in the analysis of nation,
nationalism, national culture, and national identity. She points out
that current concepts of transnational historiography or global/
world history do not eliminate the nation, but presuppose it, and,
with Karin Hausen, argues against the unity of history as a pro-
gramme represented by master narratives. Karen Hagemann dis-
cusses the literature of military history, which has only recently been
discovered as a field in which questions relating to gender history
can be asked. The construction of gender by the military, which
includes concepts of the hero and comradeship, and changes in the
gender order at times of war are broadly investigated for the twenti-
eth century from a gender history perspective. The high yield of these
studies contrasts with the marginalization of women historians in the
military history institutes. Birthe Kundrus presents an investigation
of the ‘blind spots’ of German history, that is, the colonies and ethnic
identities, themes which have long been neglected by the historiog-
raphy on Germany. She stresses that it is precisely Germany’s long
history of colonialism without colonies that makes it an interesting
point of comparison for all studies of national colonialism. Belinda
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Davis introduces the studies of women in politics published in the
last thirty years as a product of the second women’s movement,
which defined new topics and disseminated new forms of action. In
light of political structures that have proved astonishingly resistant
to change, Davis describes the polarized debates which women his-
torians have conducted on equality and difference, and the attempts
made by women to analyse politics within the contemporary context.
Kathleen Canning reports on the state of research in German gender
history on class, citizenship, and the welfare state. Her discussion
concentrates on the emergence of the welfare state and its reinforce-
ment of gender hierarchies in class and state. Before the results of
women’s history and gender history can be integrated into the main-
stream, she argues, further work is necessary on the concepts of class,
citizenship, and the welfare state. Reviewing these reports on the
influence of gender history on ‘mainstream’ history so far, it could be
concluded that the impact of gender history has been small in such
‘hard’ and ‘masculine’ fields as politics. Does this impression change
when research on the ‘softer’ topics of religion and family is exam-
ined? It comes as no surprise that it does not.

Under the title ‘Religion and Gender’, Ann Taylor Allen sums up
the research on women and the church. She criticizes the concentra-
tion on women’s organizations in the church and the widespread
equation of modernity with secularization. Taylor Allen suggests
investigating religion as a cultural and social practice that is shaped
differently by men and women, and that, in its turn, shapes gender
relations. Robert G. Moeller presents the state of research on the his-
tory of the family. His suggestions for future research reveal his criti-
cism of the existing research. Moeller proposes conceiving of the fam-
ily as a locus not of residence, ‘ but of meaning and relationships’ (p.
242). He illustrates how this could work in practice by discussing five
thematic clusters, all of which could integrate a gendered history of
the family into the historical mainstream: the family should no longer
be associated with women alone, but include men and masculinity;
the family should be integrated into studies of class formation, age,
childhood, and kinship relations; the history of violence within the
family must be investigated; popular ideas of happy families should
be examined; and how memory is produced and transmitted within
families should be studied. The problem that gender history works in
parallel to mainstream history is also perceived by Atina Grossmann,
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who introduces studies on the history of sexuality. With Dagmar
Herzog she suggests working on concepts beyond ‘race, class, gender
and sexual orientation’ (p. 221). ‘When it comes to sexuality, the gen-
dering of Ger man history will benefit from more “sex” and less
“German” ’ (p. 222).

The studies which most persistently ignore the results of gender
history seem to be German studies of National Socialism. Claudia
Koonz establishes the existence of a considerable difference between
German and US studies, which do not accept the gendered binary
opposition between victim and perpetrator that is widely accepted in
Germany. Only since the unification of 1990, she suggests, is this
Atlantic divide closing, and perpetrators in German studies of
Nazism are no longer ungendered.

The greatest progress in integrating the category of gender into
the mainstream has been made in work on German-Jewish history,
presented by Benjamin Maria Baader. He recognizes a process by
which two closely interconnected strands—German-Jewish history
and women’s and gender history—are being integrated into German
history. The close connection between the two historiographies is
based on the fact that gender and Jewishness have been conceived as
interrelated and interdependent categories in order to investigate
belonging and identity, Jewishness and Germanness. German
research on the Bürgertum (middle classes) is another good example
of what can be achieved by historical research enriched by the inclu-
sion of the perspectives of Jewish and gender history.

This book offers a good introduction to anyone who wants to find
out quickly about the state of gender history research in any of the
areas discussed. The detailed bibliographies and the index are
extremely helpful in allowing rapid access to the literature presented.
The intended comparison between the academic culture in the two
countries under discussion, however, is the exception in this volume.
Almost all essays concentrate on the bibliographical aspect. After
reading this book, questions remain. Why are parallel historiogra-
phies undesirable? Why is it worth aspiring to a ‘general canon of
historical knowledge’? Where does the basic image of the centre and
periphery draw its effectiveness from? Why is a position on the
periphery seen as a denigration to be rejected?
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